1. Clean dry splice area of the EPDM membrane by scrubbing with EPDM primer.


3. Step B: Fold peel & stick corner lengthwise and proceed to fold quarterly as shown in Step B.

4. Place quarter section onto deck with long folded side facing the wall. Remove remaining release paper. Press firmly and proceed with second quarter going up the vertical wall by pressing firmly into corner.

5. Form a pig ear. Apply primer/PAS seam tape to the pig ear and adhere to the wall.

NOTES:

1. Pre-cut 7" x 9" corner or 9" x 9" peel & stick uncured EPDM.

2. For projects using 90-mil membrane, install a 6" T-Joint cover prior to installing 12" T-Joint cover. Seal top layer with continuous LP sealant. Per detail WBRC-15.4.

3. A heat gun must be used when forming peel & stick uncured EPDM flashing in colder temperatures.